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Cages Faced Toledo Rockets Tonight

Dr. Prout Answers Morale Complaint

Dr. Frank J. Prout answered a Senator's charge that campus morale was at an all-time low by stating that the complaint was not a new one and that he had been aware of it for a year and a half.

Senator John C. Bagham asked at the Monday night Senate meeting for an investigation of the situation at last but would talk it over. "It's doing about all we can do all the time on the car situation... we must be cautious."

It was after this statement that Senator Bagham mentioned student morale and students were present.

BULLETIN

Prof. Frank J. Prout announced Tuesday that he had refrained from issuing a statement on a matter of personnel for women students in order that the University could not be affected in the future.

In 1942 the University held dinners and conferences to aid in the propaganda of a cause to create a closed-busing, but that when the sun doesn't shine, the air is still blue. That is, when the sun doesn't shine, the air is still blue.

Counselor Jim Galloway said that recent episodes on the campus and elsewhere "call for definite statements of rules in back of which all other understanding students."

Dr. Prout remarked that his deans were working on putting on a pep talk at this time which would hand out that aspect.

"Glass Menagerie" Opens Tonight

The meeting was held at the recent house at his invitation and students were present for the evening of Mrs. and Mr. Prout. At this meeting a tentative date of May 27 was set for the Avery Institute and several bands were discussed before making a clear.

President Galloway outlined a 3-point proposal for the Senate to work with during the following semester. These points include the blessing of艺术 around the campus and the establishment of the six in the year, the removal of the faculty; the committee to hold dialogues and discussions on matters pertaining to relations between the groups and interests of the faculty.

The matter of gags die of previous meetings and will be discussed at the next meeting, but that while the State did not reply to their request, they wished to continue their efforts to include as soon as possible a faculty audience with an announcement that a faculty meeting would be held on the subject.

No one in a group of student workers, the students at the University of Michigan in the Community Center, will be compensated for work that was done.

The mood of the gags was that the State of Michigan would not reply to their request, that we did not reply to their request, but that we did reply to their request.
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Theodore B. Barendt, Jr., describes what TEECNDIE is and what it does for the community. He mentions that the organization helps to provide services and benefits to veterans, such as informing them about their rights, providing financial assistance, and facilitating access to veterans' benefits and services. He also highlights the importance of supporting veterans and acknowledges the contributions they make to the nation.

The article includes a letter to the editor expressing concern about the growing use of the word TEECNDIE and suggesting that it may be a form of identity or affiliation among young drivers. The letter writer raises questions about the implications of such a phenomenon and asks for further investigation.

The text also contains an announcement about a new feature called "Letters to the Editor," which invites readers to submit their thoughts and opinions on various topics related to veterans and their experiences. The feature aims to provide a platform for open dialogue and encourage a broader understanding of veterans' issues.

Additionally, there is an advertisement for a company called DAMNED PIGEONS, which offers cleaning and press services to its customers. The advertisement includes a phone number (541-555-5555) for potential clients.

Finally, the text contains a mention of the HAMBLIN'S dry cleaners, which provide same-day cleaning services, pressing while you wait, and other services. It includes contact information for the company, such as the phone number (541-555-5555) and the address (524 E. Wooster, Phone 14673).
**Falcons Find Victory Road Rocky**

A happy pair of holidays was spent by Bowling Green's basketball Falcons as they notched five of six games on the win side of the ledger, but a post-New Year's second half "hangover" was taken east and two losses were recorded, making the season's record read 10-6.

From the William and Mary game (Dec. 19), to Briga-
ham Young (Jan. 2), a quintet of top flight teams fell before the shooting of Harold Anderson's squad. Not even the one-point loss to Holy Cross at Cleveland Arena could dull the juicer of the Yuletide campaign. However, the two losses in the East put the damper on the Falcons' upward surge and presented them with a long, rough road ahead.

**B G 74 W M 58**

Claret Germann was all the recorded books and newspapers had reported, but his William and Mary squadmen could not cope with the Falcons and the southeasterners fell 74-58. Giermak popped in 23 points but finished second to Charlie Share who made 26.

**B G 75, Loyola (L J) 37**

Clay Stroth, who talled 14 points for BG against Findlay in 111-18, out in the Men's Gym Dec. 27 and watched his 31-year-old scor-
ing record go by the boards. "Tony" lost on a time advan-
tage.

A surprisingly large turnout watched Don Keller and John Pina get pinned. Keller was pinned by Martin Sherman at 162 with a reverse ankle and crutch while George Beck averaged the half ankle and crutch at 162 to defeat Pina.

In the other matches, Joe DiBel- la scored 24 points and made the dif-
ference in the game. Falcons, paced by Share and George Beck could not quite catch up in the final hectic seconds.

**B G 63, Loyola 59**

Share fared out early at Chica-
go Dec. 22, but with second chance at the plate, the "Tiny" Hursh, who wrestled the "half time" from Keller, was helpless in trying to whip away the wrestlers of the Woodmen, a crew which was being watched by Spar-

tan Coach Fndley Collins and his 

In the Men's Gym Dec. 27, it was Share and George Beck who led in only to be calmed, 59-41. The second largest basketball crowd in Army history (BG Ken-
tucky was tops) watched Cousy, in All-Americans in every sense. More points and make the dif-

**B G 59 Pepperdine 41**

After turning the spotlight over to Santa Claus for a few days, the Falcons treated Cleveland fans to another sensational game. Last season, Kentucky's Wildkats edged BG, 63-61, and this time it was unbeaten Holy

Cross, led by wo-men coach Bob Conroy, who ended out 71-70 with the ball. The second largest basketball crowd in Army history (BG Ken-
tucky was tops) watched Cousy, in All-Americans in every sense. More points and make the dif-

**Holy Cross 71, BG 70**
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Cross, led by wo-men coach Bob Conroy, who ended out 71-70 with the ball. The second largest basketball crowd in Army history (BG Ken-
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**Holy Cross 71, BG 70**

Three days after Christmas, the Falcons played Cleveland loses three of its six games on the win side of the ledger, but a post-New Year's second half hangover" was taken east and two losses were recorded, making the season's record read 10-6.

From the William and Mary game (Dec. 19), to Brigham Young (Jan. 2), a quintet of top flight teams fell before the shooting of Harold Anderson's squad. Not even the one-point loss to Holy Cross at Cleveland Arena could dull the juicer of the Yuletide campaign. However, the two losses in the East put the damper on the Falcons' upward surge and presented them with a long, rough road ahead.
Bobcats To Bring Green Team Here For Monday Tilt

By JACK SAYLOR

Ohio University's Fighting Bobcats come to the Men's Gym Monday to meet Coach Harold Anderson's Falcons. The Bobcats have played six games, all against Ohio competition. They hold wins over Ohio Wesleyan (74-56) and Western Reserve (84-66), while setbacks have been suffered at the hands of Marietta (57-60), Mt. Union (68-59), and Kent State (78-57).

Coach Jim Sanders, in his initial year at the southern Ohio school, has a squad that is stacked with sophomores. Usually freshmen are five under up from the undefeated team of last year. The second platoon includes the only letterman on the team, Phil McKee, forward, and guard Chuck Runner, both seniors.

In review, a second year guard, faces the Bobcats starting after injury with one of his points. Although OU lacks a really big man, it boasts five men of better than-average height. Junior-center Lou Williams tops the list with 6-4, followed by center Vic Polansky and forward Dave Leigh- tsonheimer, both 6-4 sophomores. Another center, sophomore Joe Benich, and Jack Betts, forward, stands 6-5. Last year's team was only six while dropping 16 and finished in the Mid-American cellar with two wise in 18 tries.

Against Bowling Green, the Bobcats have won only once in 10 tries. coach Jim Snyder, in his ini-

VARSITY CLUB

Present Show Saturday Night

A "Pink Champagne" dance sponsored by Alpha Chi Omega sorority, and the Varsity Club Variety show, held at the Bowling Green semi-weekend. The all-camp dance, an annual presentation by Alpha Chi, will be held in the Women's Gym, Saturday night from 9:30 to 12 p.m. Music is by Verne Webster and his or-

Cage Review

(Bargain Hours (From Page 3)

Gene Dudley with 12, and Bob "Peanuts" Long with 11.

** **

BG 78, BYU 70

The touring cagers of Brigham

Varner

October 25, 1959
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